Exhibit 2

Subsequent Q&A between Global Witness and Prosper on 3 rd and 4th August 2021 via e-mail
GW:
You write that it is not the case that the Tee family and Top Leap Holdings have maintained an
“ongoing but concealed business relationship”. However, you acknowledge that Mr Goh and Mr
Yap, current directors of BOPPL (which is owned by Top Leap Holdings via PNG Plantations
Development Sdn. Bhd.), are directors of Ocean Paradise Ltd. and Prime Horizon Ltd. alongside
Tee family members.
Prosper:
1. Tee family members sold their shares in Ocean Paradise Ltd, PNG (OPL) and ceased to be
shareholders/directors of OPL shortly after the divestment of BOPPL. (Please do not confuse this
OPL with Ocean Paradise Sdn Bhd which is a Malaysia incorporated company).
2. Prime Horizon Ltd (PHL) is 70% owned by Tago Maritime Services Ltd (which TMSL is 100%
owned by Tee family members) and 30% of PHL is owned by a local PNG national. PHL is operated
by the 30% local PNG national, shareholder/director. Mr. Goh is just a passive director in PHL.

GW:
You also state that Ocean Paradise Ltd. is now “fully owned and run” by former staff who have
joined Top Leap Holdings. As you know, Ocean Paradise Ltd.’s directors include Mr Goh and Mr
Yap, and its owners include these two men and Top Leap Holdings. These facts suggest that there
is indeed an ongoing and undisclosed business relationship between the Tee family and Top Leap
Holdings.
Prosper:
On the basis of the above explanation stated in 1 & 2, I am sure you would agree with me that
the Tee family members has nothing to do with OPL after the BOPPL divestment and as for PHL,
none of the BOPPL shareholders are there, it is not a core business of the Tee family, and
furthermore the company is now run by the sole PNG national shareholder/director.

GW:
With regard to the Recovery Liability Assessment of deforestation you shared, as you say, this
assessment measured deforestation within the BOPPL concession from 31 December 2015 to
today. For the avoidance of doubt, I note that you do not dispute Global Witness’s calculation
that approximately 30,600 hectares was cleared in the concession between 2011-2019?
Prosper:
We were informed that the total area cleared over the 2011-2019 period by BOPPL is more likely
in the range of 21,000-23,000 hectares which is closed to the total oil palm planted area. This
includes land clearing for BOPPL planting and infrastructures but it does not include loggings not
attributed to BOPPL within the Bewani Project area. The calculations for deforestation area given
in your letter cannot be verified in the absence of the shapefiles and definitions used.

Exhibit 3

Subsequent Q&A between Global Witness and Prosper on 8th and 10th August 2021 via e-mail
GW:
The shareholders of Ocean Paradise Sdn Bhd (the Malaysian entity) include Tee Kim Tee and Kong
Fatt Yap (one of the current directors of BOPPL), as well as a Chin Tat Tan.
Prosper:
Yes, That is correct.
GW:
The directors and shareholders of Ocean Paradise Ltd. (the PNG entity) include Kong Fatt Yap and
Chin Tat Tan.
Prosper:
This was what we presume after the divestment, unless that has been change after that.
GW:
Mr Eng Seong Goh, another current director of BOPPL whom you also describe as a “passive
director” of Prime Horizon Ltd., is also a shareholder of Ocean Paradise Ltd, as is, of course, Top
Leap Holdings.
Prosper:
Yes. Mr. Goh is a passive director in Prime Horizon Ltd. His position elsewhere, we were not sure
if there has been any change since the divestment.
GW:
Kong Fatt Yap holds 30% of the shares of both entities.
Prosper:
Mr. Yap holds 30% of shares in Ocean Paradise Sdn Bhd. That is what we know.

GW:
Based on this and on Mr Goh’s directorship in Prime Horizon (which as you say is majority-owned
by Tago Maritime, itself wholly owned by Tee family members),
Prosper:
Prime Horizon Ltd was incorporated in 2018 and after the divestment in BOPPL, the Tee family
has not been able to find a replacement director since.
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GW:
we conclude that the Tee family continues to work with the new directors of BOPPL. (We note
your point that Ocean Paradise Sdn Bhd is dormant in practice.) Because the owners and directors
of Top Leap Holdings are unknown, we have not been able to exclude the possibility that the Tee
family are working with Top Leap Holdings as well.
Prosper:
The Tee family has not been able to get details of all the new shareholders/directors of BOPPL
after the divestment, although attempts had been made in earlier days.
GW:
If you are able to cast further light on this question, we will take it into account.
Prosper:
We like to, when we have it.
GW:
I have also attached the shapefile of the Bewani concession that Global Witness used in its
deforestation analysis, both in kmz format and, in case you are unable to easily open this format,
as an image showing the deforestation we found over different time periods. We would welcome
your comments on this. To calculate deforestation, we used the Global forest change 2000-2019
dataset (Hansen/UMD/Google/USGS/NASA) to calculate forest loss within the concession
boundary by year, using ArcGIS. To ensure the forest lost area was originally natural forest, we
used images from sources including Google Earth, Sentinel 2 and Landsat to check the forest type
of the lost area before deforestation.
Prosper:
You have sent the concession boundary map and a screenshot of your deforestation analysis to
us. In our email response to you on 5th Aug 2021 we mentioned that the estimated total land
cleared area from 2011 to 2020 was more likely in the range 21,000--23,000 hectares. This is the
area fully cleared and mostly planted oil palms. The analysis did not include forest degradation
due to (mostly) logging activity.
GW:
If you are able to provide a figure or map for what you describe as logging not attributed to BOPPL,
we will take that into account as well.
Prosper:
During the period 2011-2019 there were a number of encroachments by illegal
loggers. Unfortunately, after the divestment of BOPPL, all information and documents had been
handed over to the new owners. We also discovered that in the region southwest of the project
area some land clearing had also taken place for the cacao plantations which we were not aware
of during the early days of our development.

